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Abstract
Presently in Japan, many social phenomena are happen-
ing: a declining number of children, urbanization, and so
on. Because of these phenomena, it is possible that we
could lose Japanese dialects. The most important aim of
this research is preserving Aizu dialects and audio data
about them as examples of real human language use.

The method of this research is making some audio
databases by collecting these data from many native
Aizu dialect speakers. Then, the next step of research
is to analyze some pitch differences between standard
Japanese and Aizu dialect from a large part of the col-
lected sound data (all of these are WAV files). Praat,
software for acoustic analysis of sound data, is used.

As a result of the analyses of pitch analysis, it
was found that people in many parts of Aizu use the
same pitch accent when pronouncing words with dif-
ferent meaning and different pitch accents in standard
Japanese.

1 Introduction
This research is about finding the characteristics of Aizu
dialect by analyzing pitch in various audio files. There
are various websites about Aizu dialect on the internet.
Examples of such kind of websites include [1] and [2].
However these websites have almost no sound data. The
importance of the present research is to preserve the Aizu
dialect as audio files for people who are in the next gen-
eration.

Various sound data from various Aizu areas have been
collected. These data already exist on our website [3]. It
has been done by uploading sample sentences in Aizu-
dialect, standard Japanese translations for these sen-
tences and some sound files to our website [3].

However systematic pitch analyses of these sound
samples (or any Aizu sound data) has not been done
yet. The reason so few sound samples exist is firstly be-
cause most people do not speak Aizu-dialect outside of
the Aizu area. In addition, various people have various
speaking styles so that finding decisive characteristics of
Aizu-dialect is so difficult. It is necessary to preserve di-
alects for many Japanese and youth as the maintainers of
tradition.

The most important aim of this research is letting peo-

ple in the world know about Aizu-dialect. Because of
declining number of children and urbanization, a lot of
Japanese dialects including Aizu dialect will disappear
in our future. Therefore, it is necessary for us to ana-
lyze sound pitches such as in this research to accurately
document and maintain the traditions of this dialect.

Analysis of pitches in Aizu-dialect will let us know
what kind of pitch characteristic it has. The point of
this research is finding decisive differences between the
characteristics of Aizu dialect and standard Japanese.
Pitch difference is one of the differences between di-
alects. Thus, pitch analysis has been focused on for this
research.

2 Past Research
In past research done in this lab, many digital audio data
files in Aizu area have been collected. First of all, the
most necessary matter is recording some conversation
by people who live in the Aizu area. The concrete way
is to let them read by using thirty-seven cards with pho-
tographs such as lips, tongue, and so on. Also, recording
their original poems and songs has been done.

There are many differences between Aizu dialect and
Standard Japanese. The most noticeable differences are
in vocabulary and intonation. Several differences be-
tween Aizu dialect and Standard Japanese have been
found from our collected data. The explanation of past
research appears on our web page [3].

3 Method
3.1 Subject
In the experiment, a large amount of audio data were
gathered from many native Aizu dialect speakers. Ta-
ble 1 shows the details of experimental subjects. Their
residential locations are Aizu-Bange, Kaneyama-Machi,
Tateiwa, Hinoemata, and Tokyo. In Table 1, “Tokyo”
means the location of a Standard Japanese speaker. The
gender of subjects, number of subjects, and their gener-
ations are shown in Table 1. All subjects were chosen
using the following criteria:

• Both of their parents were native speakers.

• They have been in the Aizu area for more than 20
years.
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Location Number of Subjects Age
and Gender

Hinoemata 2 male 70’s
Tateiwa 2 female 60’s, 70’s
Kaneyama-Machi 1 male, 2 female 70’s, 80’s
Aizu-Bange 1 male, 3 female 60’s, 70’s, 80’s
Tokyo 1 male 20’s

Table 1: Language Informant List

3.2 Equipment
3.2.1 Data Collection

To collect sound data, a Korg Digital Recorder and DPA
Microphones were used. “MR-1000 1-Bit Professional
Mobile Recorder produced by Korg Inc.” [4] is a recorder
that can record and play with super high quality of sound
such as 1 bit/ 5.6 MHz format. The method of wiring for
recording is shown in Figure 1. However, the computer
for uploading is not necessary for recording.

“Miniature Microphone and Accessories produced by
DPA Microphone” is a very small microphone. It was
produced so that a speaker can speak naturally and easily.
It is considered as a very high performance microphone
at sensitivity and other qualities.

3.2.2 Data Analysis

To analyze sound data, the following equipment was
used:

“MR-1000 1-Bit Professional Mobile Recorder pro-
duced by Korg Inc.” is also used to upload some WAV
sound data we collected to a computer in our laboratory.
About the wiring method for uploading, it is shown in
Figure 1. However, first and second inputs for micro-
phone and headphone are not necessary for uploading.

“Praat” [5] is free software for analysis of pitch of
WAV sound data. In addition, to label some important
sentences, words and verbs, TextGrid files were created
by the tool of Praat.

3.3 Procedure
3.3.1 Data Collection

For the experiment, the language informants were men-
tioned in Section 3.1 above.

The method of setting up the equipment is shown
in Figure 1 for recording. After setting like that, turn
recording switch of MR-1000 on. Then native Aizu di-
alect speakers start speaking naturally with other native
speakers. The stimuli list shown in Table 2 is the list of
sentences that all subjects read. In addition, five distrac-
tor sentences were used. The aim of that is to compare
between Aizu dialect and standard Japanese. For exam-

Figure 1: Connection of MR-1000

ple, the upper two sentences in Table 2 have the same
word Hashi. These two have different meanings from
each other in Japanese: one means “chopsticks” and the
other means “edge”. By recording these five stimuli, we
could check the pitch characteristics of Aizu-dialect ver-
sus Standard Japanese. The stimuli list is in Table 2.

Japanese Sentence
(Translation in English)

Hashi wo tsukatte tofu wo taberu nowa muzukashii ne.
(It is difficult to eat Tofu using chopsticks.)
Okinawa wa nihon no minami no hashi ni arimasu.
(Okinawa lies on the southern edge of Japan.)
Kinou wa ame ga hidoku furimashita.
(There was a heavy rain yesterday.)
Ano ookina hashi no chikaku ni karasu ga takusan imasu.
(There are a large number of crows near that big bridge.)
Sono ame wo sukoshi wakete kudasai.
(Please share with me your candies.)

Table 2: Stimuli List (5 of 10 sentences)

3.3.2 Data Analysis

In analysis of collected data, the first step is uploading
to computer in Center for Language Research Phonet-
ics Laboratory [6]. How to upload is shown in Fig-
ure 1. Collected sound data is stored into WAV file
with high quality format 192kHz/24bit. WAV format
44.1kHz/16bit is the quality of normal CDs, so we used
higher than CD quality. Detail of spec of MR-1000 is on
the original web page about Korg Inc. [4]

The next step is analysis of pitch about gathered data.
To begin with, WAV files are opened. Then, the wave-
form and spectrogram are displayed such like the upper
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Figure 2: Example of Praat (Waveform, Spectrogram
and TextGrid)

two displays in Figure 2. Wave form and spectrogram
show various characteristics of sound such as Intensity,
Formant, Pitch and so on. The blue line on spectrogram
in Figure 2 means pitch change. The higher this line is,
the higher pitch is.

By using Praat, we can create a TextGrid file after
opening a WAV sound file. The TextGrid file is to la-
bel (in words) what did speaker said. One TextGrid file
consists of lower three displays in Figure 2. The top tier
of the TextGrid expresses all of one sentence as stim-
uli. The middle tier of the TextGrid was separated into
words. The bottom tier of the TextGrid was separated
into vowels and other phonemes. This separateness has
important necessity for analysis of pitch. Because pitch
appears in most vowels. In phonetic terms, all vowels
and semi-vowels such as [a], [e], [i], [o], [u], [w], [j] are
voiced sounds. A voiced sound has pitch data. There-
fore, comparison of all vowels in one word can let re-
searchers know about the intonation of one word.

How to find out the difference between Aizu dialect
and standard Japanese depends on measurement of pitch
in one word. In case ofHashi meaning “edge” shown
in Figure 3, it has two vowels [a] and [i]. Measuring
the average pitch of each vowel, intonation ofHashi will
be found. The difference between Aizu dialect and stan-
dard Japanese will be found by comparison of intona-
tional data from every subject.

4 Result
Concerning the result of analysis about stimuli in Table
2, pitch characteristic ofHashi (with meaning of Bridge,
Edge and Chopsticks) andAme (with meaning of Candy

Figure 3: Zoomed in Praat Display

and Rain) have been found out.
The way of analyzing pitch is measuring the average

pitch of the first vowel and second vowel as Section 3.2.2
mentioned. Table 3 shows about numerical data for the
total time of one wordAme, pitch of first and second
vowels and the difference between the second and first
pitch. V1 that is shown in Table 3 is the average pitch
of the first vowel - in this case, the sound of [a].V2 is
the average pitch of the second vowel - in this case, the
sound of [e]. AndX is calculated by subtractingV1 from
V2. If X is a positive number, this wordAme has a rising
intonation. On the other hand, ifX is a negative number,
Ame has a falling intonation. And the closer to 0X is,
the flatter the intonation ofAme is.

Table 4 shows analyzed data aboutHashi. These data
express numerical dataV1, V2, X that were explained in
the previous paragraph.

5 Discussion
For the numerical pitch data, a criterion value for
whether there is a difference of pitch should be defined.
The units of pitch areHz, meaning frequency per sec-
ond. According to a website containing a pitch test [7],
most people can distinguish a pitch difference of more
than 4Hz. Thus, we have defined intonation differences
to depend on whetherXHz in Table 3 and 4 is more than
4Hz or not. The following inequalities are our working
definition of pitch accent:

A word has rising intonation when 4≦ X
A word has flat intonation when−4 < X < 4
A word has falling intonation whenX ≦ −4

Secondly, discussion about results mentioned in Section
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Ame meaning “candy”

Location Total time(s) V1(Hz) V2(Hz) X(Hz)

Aizu-Bange 0.302022 127.8 126.5 - 1.3
0.322357 224.7 229.2 4.5
0.282244 200.3 190.8 - 9.5
0.272894 188.2 191.0 2.8

Kaneyama- 0.277475 239.0 231.2 - 7.8
Machi 0.308091 156.6 169.5 12.9
Tateiwa 0.332364 162.9 191.3 28.4

0.221781 184.5 189.1 4.6
Hinoemata 0.257455 147.7 174.0 26.3

0.196211 184.6 190.9 6.3
Tokyo 0.225017 157.7 162.9 5.2

Ame meaning “rain”

Location Total time(s) V1(Hz) V2(Hz) X(Hz)

Aizu-Bange 0.274278 116.4 131.4 15.0
0.227425 150.6 170.8 20.2
0.241898 172.9 178.7 5.8
0.208578 178.2 184.4 6.2

Kaneyama- 0.245409 174.1 203.7 29.6
Machi 0.376944 144.2 198.8 54.6

0.263387 144.3 167.8 23.5
Tateiwa 0.205811 159.2 221.9 62.7

0.240567 200.8 199.9 - 0.9
Hinoemata 0.235528 185.0 187.2 2.2

0.243302 150.7 137.4 -13.3
Tokyo 0.350928 265.4 255.0 -10.4

Table 3: Results of pitch data fromAme

4 will be shown below.

• Ame meaning “candy”:

Most sound data in Aizu area have rising intonation.
However, one subject of Aizu-Bange and one of
Kaneyama-Machi have falling intonation. A little
number of data shows flat intonation. About stan-
dard Japanese, rising intonation was found.

• Ame meaning “rain”:

Most sound data in Aizu area have rising intona-
tion. However data in only Hinoemata were simi-
lar to standard Japanese. About standard Japanese,
falling intonation was found.

• Hashi meaning “bridge”:

Most sound data in Aizu area have rising intona-
tion. However data in only Hinoemata have flat in-
tonation. About standard Japanese, rising intona-
tion was found.

• Hashi meaning “edge”:

Hashi meaning “bridge”

Location Total time(s) V1(Hz) V2(Hz) X(Hz)

Aizu-Bange 0.405487 146.4 156.2 9.8
0.323870 211.6 218.9 7.3
0.738385 179.0 211.8 32.8
0.283378 194.1 204.0 9.9

Kaneyama- 0.268851 90.4 184.0 93.6
Machi 0.286775 173.3 180.2 6.9

0.292429 185.4 240.0 54.6
Hinoemata 0.134736 135.2 134.4 - 0.8
Tokyo 0.254805 123.7 138.4 14.7

Hashi meaning “edge”

Location Total time(s) V1(Hz) V2(Hz) X(Hz)

Aizu-Bange 0.374006 204.8 214.1 9.3
0.271942 202.5 206.8 4.3
0.215497 175.5 205.8 30.3

Kaneyama- 0.467051 200.0 190.4 - 9.6
Machi 0.357545 198.8 202.6 3.8
Hinoemata 0.272760 138.9 131.8 - 7.1
Tokyo 0.255379 133.1 137.3 4.2

Hashi meaning “chopsticks”

Location Total time(s) V1(Hz) V2(Hz) X(Hz)

Aizu-Bange 0.354898 174.9 234.4 59.5
0.272977 166.6 198.0 31.4
0.351471 118.5 224.1 105.6

Kaneyama- 0.531843 134.4 153.5 19.1
Machi 0.313070 191.4 220.0 28.6
Tateiwa 0.280045 200.0 205.4 5.4
Hinoemata 0.395636 112.7 112.9 0.2
Tokyo 0.277233 189.5 184.5 - 5.0

Table 4: Results of pitch data fromHashi

More than half of sound data in Aizu area have
rising intonation. Others have falling intonation.
About standard Japanese, rising intonation was
found.

• Hashi meaning “chopsticks”:

All sound data in Aizu area have rising intona-
tion. About standard Japanese, falling intonation
was found.

As shown in Figures 4-8, most words have rising into-
nation or a little rising intonation in Aizu dialect. A few
data have falling intonation.

Concerning the wordHashi, this word consists of [h],
[a], [sh] and [i]. Unfortunately, for all three meanings,
sometimes this word is not pronounced with an [i] sound
- the [i] is voiceless. In those cases,V2 of Hashi does
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not have pitch data.

According to “Accent Dictionary in Japanese” [8],
these 5 words have the following intonation in standard
Japanese:

pp.20,Ame meaning “candy” has rising intonation.
pp.21,Ame meaning “rain” has falling intonation.
pp.619,Hashi meaning “bridge” has rising intonation.
pp.620,Hashi meaning “edge” has rising intonation.
pp.619,Hashi meaning “chopsticks” has falling intona-
tion.

In standard Japanese, some words that have the same
vowels and different meaning from each other have dif-
ferent pitch characteristic. On the other hand, some
words that have the same conditions as the previous sen-
tence have almost the same pitch characteristic in Aizu
dialect.

Figure 4: Value of X for Candy

Figure 5: Value of X for Rain

Figure 6: Value of X for Bridge

Figure 7: Value of X for Edge

Figure 8: Value of X for Chopsticks
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this research, example wordsAme andHashi were ob-
jects of pitch analysis. In conclusion, people in Aizu do
not pronounce some words with different meanings as
different pitch. However this research was based on only
5 sentences as stimuli and 13 subjects. Therefore, it is
necessary to gather a much greater amount of pitch data
to make more reliable generalizations. In addition, gath-
ering audio data in various contexts should be done as
another important experiment. In either case, I would
like to research about the intonation of Aizu dialects as
future work.
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